70th Republic Day Celebration in PDIL

Media Coverage

hindustantimes dated - 02.02.2019

Dainik Jagran dated - 08.02.2019

FINANCIAL EXPRESS dated - 07.02.2019

the pioneer dated - 31.01.2019

The Indian EXPRESS dated - 05.02.2019

PSU Connect dated – 30.01.2019

Projects and Development India Ltd (PDIL) celebrated 70th Republic Day at its corporate office in Noida. The event began with unfurling of the National Flag by PDIL's CMD, Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma (IAS).
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PDIL celebrates Nation's 70th Republic Day on 26th January, 2019 at its Corporate Office at Noida. The event began with unfurling of the National Flag by PDIL's CMD, Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma (IAS).

In his address on the occasion, CMD paid tribute to the martyrs of our nation and greeted PDIL employees and their families. CMD expressed his happiness on PDIL achieving business orders worth Rs 110.43 crore surpassing the order booking target of Rs 115 crore for 2018-19 by months and obtaining "Very Good" MoU rating for 2017-18.

The cultural programme was also organized on the occasion wherein performances of Patriotic songs, poems, sketch, etc. were presented by PDIL employees and their children with lot of zeal and enthusiasm. The event was attended by senior officers, employees of PDIL and their families.

PDIL's Vasantdada and Delhi offices also celebrated the Republic Day with vigour & enthusiasm.